


Organising around Value Streams and focusing on flow will

soon be the default management practices used by

enterprises that want to adapt to the new reality – where

software is responsible for an ever-increasing share of the

value they’re providing.
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Aprediction…

Value StreamManagement
is going mainstream.
It’s going to be the next
new normal.



A revolution is underway.
Be an early adopter*

_

Like a slow slip quake, there are some things that don’t seem

immediately obvious but end up having profound

consequences for the landscape.

We saw how Agile changed the software delivery landscape.

It began as a movement (we were there)…

…that became a revolution (we were pushing it)

…that became the new normal (we all just do it that

way now).

But it took two decades! The early-adopters, of course,

gained all the competitive advantage.

A next new normal is emerging
_

For the last few years, we’ve been watching another

movement gather pace. We're now absolutely convinced (it

takes A LOT for us to feel this way) that it will change the

landscape again and become the next new normal. And once

again, the early adopters will win… but probably bigger this

time. It’s this…
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*Diffusion of innovations theory

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffusion_of_innovations
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…From Project to Product,
from activity to flow

_

The Project to Product movement advocates shifting the

organisation’s focus away from ‘project-oriented’ technology

delivery (and the ‘tyranny of the urgent’) to increasing the

flow of business value derived from technology – from

customer request to customer delivery. This is achieved

through a practice called ‘Value StreamManagement’

(VSM)*.

Rather thanmeasuring ‘activity’ (which we think is mostly

meaningless to the business), VSM takes a data-driven

approach to measure the flow of value from a business

perspective. Improving the flow of value helps

organisations:

• Shorten time-to-market

• Increase throughput

• Improve product quality

• Optimise for business outcomes
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Flow is the future.
And there’s a framework for it

_

Every movement needs a catalyst to become a revolution.

We believe that the catalyst for the Project to Product

movement is the combination of:

• IT’s urgent need to shift to a business value focus (IT

is business!)

• The business’s urgent need to understand how

technology delivery affects the flow of value to

customers

• The development of a globally-recognised killer

framework to help it happen

Dr. Mik Kersten’s critically-acclaimed book FromProject to

Product introduced the Flow Framework® to bridge the gap

between technologists and business stakeholders. At HYPR,

we believe this is the game-changing framework we’ve been

waiting for. (We’ve done our homework, of course).

If you understand what your Value Stream really looks

like, how to manage it and how to focus on the flow

of value through it, then we probably don’t have much

to convince you about. The reality is that most

people don’t see Value Streams as the true, end-to-

end value delivery in their organisation. They often

see Value Streams simply as a product line with new

customer features. This is rarely the end-to-end

delivery of value.



Vanishing bottlenecks
_

The Flow Framework® provides the methodology and the

vocabulary to systematically identify and then remove the

bottlenecks that are slowing software delivery down and

impacting business results. It’s a structured, prescriptive

approach to VSM in software delivery organisations (ie.most

organisations).

The Flow Framework® uses a data-driven approach to

identify where work is flowing in a product Value Stream

and where it’s slowing down. And, crucially, it equips

technology leaders with non-technical language to use with

business stakeholders to set priorities for technology

improvement opportunities andmeasure outcomes.

Flow metrics – making business value
visible

_

The Flow Framework® provides a set of metrics that allow

the organisation to measure the entire system – end-to-end

– and understand how value flows, where it is constrained

and the impact on desired business outcomes. Being able to

see and respond to these metrics allows for continuous

optimisation in the pursuit of delivering ever-greater value.
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We’re not joining a revolution, we’re
helping to build one. Uniquely!

_

We’ve been working with the Tasktop team and introducing

them to our customers to better understand ‘Kiwi scale’. We

don’t have super-sized organisations with super-sized

budgets, but we don’t want NZ to miss out on joining the

mainstream.

So, together, HYPR and Tasktop are running a unique global

experiment to offer the Tasktop package for the typical mid-

scale Kiwi organisation (approx 100 users).

The entire implementation of this package will be handled

by HYPR –we are the only Tasktop partner in the world

enabled to do this – and it allows affordable entry to the Flow

Framework® and tools. But only for New Zealand

enterprises.

This is great for those enterprising enterprises and brilliant

for NZ Inc in general. And what we learn with our customers

will be taken back into Tasktop to help them create smaller-

enterprise offers in other global markets.

We’re truly excited about this but there’s so muchmore to

the story and it’s one that’s only just beginning. To start

however, we thought the best way to find out more about it

is from the following resources…
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The Flow Framework® with all the tools.
From Tasktop – a global leader in VSM

_

DrMik Kersten created the Flow Framework® and built the

tools to deliver the metrics. His business is called Tasktop

and it’s a leader in Value StreamManagement, as reported

by Forrester, Gartner, GigaOM and RIA.

In the US, dozens of Fortune 100 enterprises are now

Tasktop customers. Value StreamManagement is going

mainstream…with Tasktop leading.

So what about here, in NZ?
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Content links worth exploring
_

HYPRweb page

Case study

Case study

White Paper

White Paper

eBooks

Call us
_

We’d love to share more about VSM, the next new normal

and how we’re leading the shift in NZ from Project to

Product. And we can also offer you a complimentary copy of

Dr. Mik Kersten’s book – Project to Product –How to Survive

and Thrive in the Age of Digital Disruption with the Flow

Framework.

Gareth Evans

021 0227 6744

gareth@hypr.nz

Gillian Clark

021 642 079

gillian@hypr.nz

From Project to Product

Financial services

Healthcare

‘Data-driven Value StreamManagement’

‘The Age of Value StreamManagement:

Beyond Agile and DevOps’

FlowMetrics: A Business Leader’s Guide to

MeasuringWhatMatters in Software

Delivery

Integration patterns: Architecting your

value stream for speed and quality

https://www.hypr.nz/solutions/from-project-to-product
https://www.tasktop.com/sites/default/files/Financial Services__Case Study_Viz_May2020.pdf
https://www.tasktop.com/sites/default/files/TT_CaseStudy_Healthcare_Viz_030920.pdf
https://go.tasktop.com/rs/246-WDG-185/images/Data-driven Value Stream Management_ebook_Viz_October2020.pdf
https://go.tasktop.com/rs/246-WDG-185/images/Age-Of-VSM.pdf
https://go.tasktop.com/rs/246-WDG-185/images/Age-Of-VSM.pdf
https://go.tasktop.com/rs/246-WDG-185/images/Age-Of-VSM.pdf
https://go.tasktop.com/Integration-Patterns-E-Book.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Flow-Metrics-Business-Leader-Guide.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Flow-Metrics-Business-Leader-Guide.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Flow-Metrics-Business-Leader-Guide.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Flow-Metrics-Business-Leader-Guide.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Integration-Patterns-E-Book.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Integration-Patterns-E-Book.html
https://go.tasktop.com/Integration-Patterns-E-Book.html


HYPR.NZ

https://hypr.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/hyprnz/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hypr-nz
https://twitter.com/HyprNZ
https://www.instagram.com/hypr.nz/

